Game instructions
The aim – collect as many soldiers as you can from
The Front and transport them to the hospital.

Sing a
cheerful song.

You will need: A dice. An ambulance playing piece per
person. Soldier counters. A timer.
Agree on a time limit to play.

Shelling
ahead.
Go back
2

Take another
turn
Stuck
behind a line of
trucks.
Go back 1

Start at the hospital.
To move, roll the dice.
Follow the instructions on each square.
When you land at The Front, roll a dice to see how many
soldiers you will be collecting.
Put the soldier counters in the ambulance.
Take the soldiers to the hospital.
Return to The Front.
Continue till the time is up.

Get a
doughnut
from a lassie.
Go forward
1
Stuck in
the mud!
Miss a turn

Bridge blown up.
Find another way.
Go back to the
hospital

The Front

Rush
to The
Front
A team game about
the ambulance
service in WW1

Carry
the wounded
on your back.
Take
another
soldier.
Too dark to see
the road.
Go back 1

Shots being
fired. Go faster!
Take another
turn

Hole in
the
road.
Go back 1

Bring some
supplies to the
Hut.
Go forward
1
Went to a
meeting at the
Hut last night.
Go forward
2

Go
infront
of a line of
trucks as you
have wounded.
Go forward
3

Start
Here
Get the band
Driving all day.
to play some
Very tired.
music to the
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soldiers. Take
another turn

Hospital

Give a lift to a
chaplain.
Go forward
2

Give a lift to a tired
soldier.
Take another
soldier

Wounded Soldiers

How to Make an Ambulance Playing Piece
Cut out the mini ambulance template.
Fold in half vertically and glue together for added strength.
Fold the ambulance in a zig zag.
Soldier Counters
Cut out each soldier.
Leave the soldiers on the Red Cross on the board, waiting for
the ambulance to arrive at The Front.
You may wish to cut strips of soldiers
and cut what you need, as you need it.
You may require more soldiers depending on the
length of game.

